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PRKR and Buffalo Reach an Amicable Patent License 
Agreement 
 
▪ Key Takeaways: 

▪ PRKR’s license deal with Buffalo begins a new era of revenue generation from 
infringers of its wifi and Bluetooth patents. In due course royalties from these 
patents could make the Company cash flow positive. 

▪ The recently closed financing of $4.2 million will help settle law firm contingency 
payment and boost shareholder payout from the QCOM case award, if any, by 
10%. 

▪ Judge Byron’s dismissal of QCOM’s request to stall the pre-trial process while 
awaiting rescheduling signals that PRKR will get its day in court. 

▪ PRKR’s license deal with Buffalo sets the Company on a new path to earn royalties 
from infringers of its IP around Wifi and Bluetooth. PRKR has resolved its first patent 
infringement action in the Western District of Texas against Buffalo, Inc. of Japan. The 
company has resolved its dispute with Buffalo, Inc on mutually agreeable and 
confidential terms including a license of select patents to Buffalo and its affiliates and 
distributors. The license agreement with Buffalo is among the first of many potential 
deals with myriad of PRKR’s IP infringers. We believe the very favorable Markman 
ruling in January will incline infringers to obtain a license rather than face the risk and 
expense of litigation. Consequently, PRKR’s additional patent infringement actions 
against Intel, ZyXel, Hisense, and TCL in the West Texas Court may get resolved in the 
near term. Moreover, the deal is a huge win for PRKR’s shareholders given that it has 
been pursuing infringers for over ten years without success until now. PRKR will use 
the initial royalty proceeds generated from licensed commercial sales to satisfy legal 
fees and an estimated $10 million of contingent rights obligations first. The company 
believes there are billions of connected devices; smart TVs, routers, printers, game 
consoles, and drones, that incorporate its patented WiFi and Bluetooth applications, 
and expect that all parties in these supply chains should be licensed. We believe the 
per unit royalties that may accrue from the WiFi patents will not be as high as the 
damages asserted against the mobile handset infringers (QCOM, AAPL, and LG), but 
they could easily make the company cash flow positive in due course. 

▪ The recently closed financing of $4.2 million will settle law firm contingency 
payment and boost shareholder payout from QCOM case award, if any, by 10%. On 
March 29, PRKR completed the sale of its stock and warrants at a unit price of $1.29 
per common share for aggregate proceeds of ~$4.2 million. The warrants, which were 
issued at a ratio of one warrant for every two shares of common stock, have a five-
year life and an exercise price of $1.75 per share. Majority of these proceeds will be 
used to satisfy outstanding obligations to Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris, Glovsky and 
Popeo PC, a law firm that represented PRKR in cases against QCOM, AAPL, and LG. The 
raise is value accretive as it boosts the shareholder portion of any damages awarded 
on these cases. We believe the 3% equity dilution is a good investment, that 
depending on the amount recovered results in up to 10% additional net positive to 
shareholders. Apart from clearing law firm dues, proceeds from the raise will also be 
used for working capital purposes. The raise is also indicative of the strong investor 
base that PRKR enjoys. 
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VALUATION 

Current Price $1.10 
52 Week Range    $0.29 – 1.91 
  
Market Cap ($-Mn) 106 
Ent. Value ($-Mn) 106 
Shares Out. (Mn) 95 
Short Int (% Flt) 0% 
  
Daily Vol 70K 
P/Book NM 
EV/ Sales NM 
EV/EBITDA NM 
P/E (CY20) NM 

 
FUNDAMENTALS 

Sales (CY20) $0 
EBITDA (CY20)  ($10.0M) 
FCF (CY20) ($4.8M) 
  
Insider Owner 13% 
Inst. Owners 10% 
Retail Owners 77% 
  
ROIC NM 
Net Debt ($-Mn) $1 
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▪ Judge Byron’s dismissal of QCOM’s request to stall the pre-trial process while awaiting rescheduling signals that PRKR 
will get its day in court. The road to Orlando is getting re-paved. Although Judge Byron has floated the July 6 trial date for 
the case against QCOM, we do not believe that he has lost interest in the case. His elaborate and thorough treatment of the 
Markman ruling and his dismissal of QCOM’s recent request to stall all preparations for the trial pending a new trial date 
seems reassuring that this long overdue trial will get back on the schedule.
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General Disclaimer and Copyright  

This report has been issued by Intro-act, Inc., in consideration of a fee payable. Fees are paid upfront in cash and/or equity 

without recourse. Intro-act, Inc. may seek additional fees for the assistance with investor targeting, access, and further investor 

preparation services, but does not get remunerated for any investment banking services. 

Accuracy of content: All information used in the publication of this report has been compiled from publicly available sources 

who are believed to be reliable. However, we do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of this report, and have not 

sought for this information to be independently verified. Opinions contained in this report represent those of the Intro-act 

analysts at the time of publication. Forward-looking information or statements in this report contain information that is based 

on assumptions, forecasts of future results, and estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and 

unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance, or achievements of their 

subject matter to be materially different from current expectations. 

Exclusion of Liability: To the fullest extent allowed by law, Intro-act, Inc. shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, or 

consequential losses, loss of profits, damages, or costs or expenses incurred or suffered by you arising out or in connection 

with the access to, use of, or reliance on any information contained in this note. 

No personalized advice: The information that we provide should not be construed in any manner whatsoever as personalized 

advice. Also, the information provided by us should not be construed by any subscriber or prospective subscriber as Intro-act’s 

solicitation to affect, or attempt to affect, any transaction in a security. The securities described in the report may not be eligible 

for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. 

Investment in securities mentioned: Intro-act has a restrictive policy relating to personal dealing and conflicts of interest. Intro-

act, Inc. does not conduct any investment business and, accordingly, does not itself hold any positions in the securities 

mentioned in this report. However, the respective directors, officers, employees, and contractors of Intro-act may have a 

position in any or related securities mentioned in this report, subject to Intro-act’s policies on personal dealing and conflicts of 

interest. 

Copyright: Copyright 2021 Intro-act, Inc. (Intro-act). 

Intro-act is not registered as an investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Intro-act relies upon the 

“publishers’ exclusion” from the definition of investment adviser under Section 202(a) (11) of the Investment Advisers Act of 

1940 and corresponding state securities laws. This report is a bona fide publication of general and regular circulation offering 

impersonal investment-related advice, not tailored to a specific investment portfolio or the needs of current and/or prospective 

subscribers. As such, Intro-act does not offer or provide personal advice, and the research provided is for informational 

purposes only. No mention of a particular security in this report constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any 

security, or that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable for any specific 

person. 


